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Abstract: Investigations of the properties of the multigroup transport operator, 
with and without delayed neutrons in the diffusion and Pi approximation, is 
performed using Keldiš's theory of operator families as well as a technique 
•recently used for investigations into the properties of the general linearized 
Boltzmann operator. 
It is shown that in the case without delayed neutrons, multigroup transport 
operator in the diffusion and Pi approximation possesses a complete set of 
generalized eigenvectors. A formal solution to the initial value problem is 
also given. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years investigations in the field of kinetics and dynamics of 
nuclear reactors have been directed towards overcoming an insufficiently 
accurate point reactor model. For that purpose modal analyses is very often 
employed. But, as it is emphasised by Kaplan et al.9* some fundamental pro
blems (such as the nature, completeness and some other properties of the 
eigenfunctions used) are still unsolved. In this paper, a solution to some of 
these problems is proposed, in particular the problem of the completeness 
of the eigenfunctions of the multigroup transport operator in diffusion and 
Pi approximation. To establish this property, an investigation of the spectral 
properties of the operators in question is necessary. For this reason Part 3 
of this paper has some points in common with the paper by Habetler and 
Martino/> who first investigated spectral properties of the multigroup diffu
sion operator and with the paper by Mika, Obradović and Stankiewicz12) in 
which the multigroup transport operator in the plane geometry is considered. 
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For the investigations of the spectral properties and completeness of the 
set of generalised eigenfunction we use Keldiš's theory of operator families6! 
and Gohberg and Krein2' as well as a technique recently used for investiga
tions into the properties of the general linearized Boltzmann operator (see 
e. g. Kuščer*)). 

In the second part, the mathematical setting of the problem is given. In 
the third part, the properties of the diffusion operator are investigated, while 
in the fourth, investigations of the properties of Pi operator are performed. 
In these two parts it is shown that the sets of the generalized eigenvectors of 
the diffusion and Pi operator without delayed neutrons form complete sets. 
One can expect that this property holds also in the cases with delayed 
neutrons though it cannot be proved yet. In the fifth part a formal solution 
to the initial value problem is given. 

2. Mathematical setting of the problem 

Let #i be an open, bounded, convex set in three dimensional Euclidian space 
E. Let the boundary, I\, of the set ft, be regular and piecewise continuous. 
Let the finite domain ft, in wich the nuclear chain reaction is taking place, 
be such that 

* = Ue" + Ti 

The outer boundary of the set $ will be denoted by r . 
The sets ft* will be referred to as regions. 
Let Lebesque measure and associated integration process be introduced 

in the space E. Let n be a finite natural number and 

OO > E, > El > . . . > En 

be fixed values of energy, then the time dependent multigroup transiport 
equation for a multiplying media (with g delayed neutron group) in the P, 
approximation can be written in the form 

2V~lD 0 + (/ + 3XD) 0 = VV - D V 0 - ^£0 + VC0 + 
dt1 dt 

1 

+ (1 - P) v VBM0 +^y-k,VBini (2.1) 
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3 

- — m — % v M0 — X/ nt 

with the boundary conditions 

0 (r, 0 = 0 former and t > 0 (2.2) 

and initial conditions 

0 (7* o) = 0o (?) 

0 (rf o) = 0 i (O ; r e * 

(2.3) 

w, (r, o) = w/0 (r) 

U = 1,2,..., g) . 

In the above equations, the nomenclature used is as follows: 0 and nit 

j - 1, 2, . . . , g, are ^-dimensional vectors with components 0* (neutron flux 
in the energy group i) and rtn (concentration of the delayed neutrons emitters 
of the group ;' which are formed as a result of the fission in the energy group 
i respectively. 

V, D, X, M are diagonal matrices with matrix elements Vi (neutron velo

city in the energy group i), D> (r) (diffusion coefficient in the energy group 

0 , S i ( r ) (total macroscopic cross-section in the energy group i) and ^u (r) 
(product of the macroscopic fission cross-section in the energy group i and 
corresponding number of -secondary neutrons per fission) respectively. 

C, B, Bj are square matrices with matrix elements &k (r) (scattering cross-
section from the energy group k into energy group i), b* and bak (fraction of 
the prompt and delayed neutrons which are born in the energy group i as a 
result of the fission in the energy group k) respectively. Matrix elements bit 
and bi.k are normalized so that 

bik = 1, and y &..* = 1; 

/ is an identity matrix, and 
v is a numerical parameter. 
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According to the physical conditions, parameters in Eq. (2.1) are such that 

(2.4) 
— piecewise continuous, bounded and measurable, 
— Di, £i and b*k are positive, and 
— 2/i and dk are non^negative. 

In this paper we are going to deal with the case when parameters are con
stant within each region, although results obtained can be easily generalised 

—> 
to the case where parameters are an arbitrary continuous function of r in 
each region. 

Eq. (2.1) can be rewritten in the form 

where 

A N + B N = QN , 
3? dt 

(2.5) 

A = A 0 0 . 
0 0 0 . 
0 0 0 . 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

Qi = 

0 0 0 . . 

A = 3V-D; 

Q = Qt + Q3 

- r o 
0 — XJ . . . 

£ 0 0 . 
0 / 0 . 
0 0 / . 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

0 0 0 

(2.6) 

E = I + 3£D (2.6a) 

; G* K \lVBl 

vfrM 0 
XXVBS 

0 

and 

0 0 . . . — V J L vM4 0 

T = VT, — VV-DV; K « V (C + v (1 — 3) M ) , 

N = column (0, wit . . . , nt). 

Eq. (2.5) with initial conditions 

<2.7a) 

(2.7b) 

(2.8) 

N(r, o) = NB (r), (2.3a) 
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and 

0 (r, o) = 0, (r), (2.3b) 

represents an abstract Cauchy problem. In order to solve this problem by 
means of the theory of the semigroups of linear transformations it is neces
sary first to establish the properties of the operators in question. Since the 
properties of an operator may depend upon the linear space in which it acts, 
a suitable function space should be found. We will choose that operators, 
A, B and Q act in the Hilbert space whose elements are n • (g + 1) dimensio-

—> 
nal vectors with square integrable components for r g ft, x. e. they belong to 
the space L2 (ft). Accordingly, space H is represented as n • (g + 1) orthogo
nal copies of the space L2 (ft). The scalar product in the space H is defined as 

(2.9) (0, ¥) - ^ (0 t , ¥*) = / > 0t^dr 

k=l *=1 ft 

while the norm is defined over the scalar product 

| | 0 | | = (0, 0 ) * . (2.10) 

Let [H] be a space of bounded linear transformations transforming H onto 
H with ordinary norm 

imi = sup (T0, TiayP, Tzim, (2.11) 

II0 11 < 1. 

The linear transformations A, B and Qi, as finite dimensional matrices with 
bounded matrix elements, are obviously elements of the space [H] . 

In the diffusion approximation, operator A is a zero and operator B is an 
identity element of the space [H\. So in the diffusion approximation we have 

a 
N = QN , (2.5a) 

dt 
with the initial condition (2.3a) only and boundary condition (2.2). 

For the domain of the transformation Qs (and accordingly for the domain 
of the transformations Q, A and B) we will choose a set D{Q) c H whose 
elements satisfy the boundary conditions and the set R(Q) = QiD(Q) is such 
that R(Q) c H. 

According to the definition of the set D(Q), the next lemma is obvious: 
Lemma 2.1. D(Q) is dense in H. 
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3. Diffusion approximation 

Considering Eqs. (2.5) and (2.12) the diffusion approximation is simpler 
than the Pi approximation, and for that reason we will deal with the diffusion 
approximation first. As we have already mentioned, considerations in this 
part have some points in common with the paper by Habetler and MartinoJ> 
and our results can be considered as an extension of those of Habetler and 
Martino. 

Diffusion equation in the space k. Applying the Laplace transform to equa
tion (2.5a) one has* 

(XI — Q) N = N0 . (3.1) 

According to equation (2.1), the above equation (3.1) can be written in 
the form 

where 

and 

(XI + T — K(X) 0 « G0 , (3.2) 

K(X) = K + > - VBM , (3.3) -
x + x, 

2 X; 

X + X, 

t 

G„ = 0O + S — — Vnto . (3.4) 

We will suppose that the energy groups can be chosen in such a way that 

B, = B; ; = 1, 2 g . 

In that case one has 

K(X) = V (c + vBMc(X) ) , (3.3a) 
where 

Ć—v X + X, 
c(X) = 1 — X > . (3.5) 

Using the same symbol for the function and its Laplace transform will not 
lead to any confusion. 
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In view of the discussion in Part 2, operators T and K(k) act in the space 
h which represents n orthogonal copies of the space Li(V). In the space h, 
the scalar product is defined as* 

(0, ¥) = > (0„ *i) ; 0, ¥ e h , &,, *.-eL.(«) . 

If (ft) denotes the space of the linear bounded transformations transfor-
ling h onto h, then K{\) e [fc] for X ^ — X,, j = 1,2,..., g. 

From (3.4) it follows that for *• ?£ X*, / = 1, 2, . . . , g, Gazh whenever 
NBzH. Accordingly equations (3.1) and (3.2) for X ^ X, are equivalent. For 
that reason X ^ —X,-, / = 1, 2, . . . , g, instead of studying Eq. (3.1) in the 
space H we will study Eq. (3.2) in ithe space h. 

It should be mentioned that the domain D{T), of the operator T is defined 
in an analogous manner to the domain D(Q), of the operator Qi in the 
space H. 

Stationary diffusion equation. Here will be studied the properties of the 
stationary diffusion equation 

(T — VC — v VBM) 0 = 0. (3.6) 

As it is already mentioned in the preceding paragraph, VC and VBM are 
elements of the space [ft]. Properties of the operator T are well known (see 
Mikhlin") and Habetler and Martino3' and are summarized in the next lemma. 

Lemma 3.1: Operator T is self-adjoint, and positive definite, and possesses 
a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors. Its inverse, T~\ is a Hilbert and 

— * • — > 

Schmidt operator whose .kernel G (r, r') is positive. 

For further investigation we will suppose that the scattering from the 
energy groups with a lower energy into energy groups with higher energies 
is impossible, i.e. that C is a triangular matrix with matrix elements dk — o 
for k > i, and cik > o for k < i. Existence and K-positivity** of the linear 
bounded operator {T — VC)~l is established by Habetler and Martino3). 
Further properties of the operators (T — VC)~l and T — VC are given in 
the next theorem. 

* The same notations for the scalar products and norms in the space H and in 
the space H will not lead to any confusion. From the context it will be clear 
which space is in question. 

** We say that the operator 4̂ is K-positive if it leaves invariant the come of the 
non-negative vectors (see e.g. Krasnoserskii7)). 
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Theorem 3.1. 
1. Operator (T — VC)'1 is compact and u0~positive;* 
2. Operator (T — VC)~l possesses a positive simple eigenvalue which is 

larger than the absolute value of any other eigenvalue. This eigenvalue is 
also an eigenvalue of the adjoint operator, (T *~ C rF)" ' (Cr denotes the 
transpose of C). Corresponding eigenvectors are elements of the cone K 
(K is the cone of the vectors with non-negative components); 

3. Spectra of the operators {T — VC)'X and (T — CTV)'1 are identical; 
4. The spectrum of the operator T — VC is bounded from the left and con

sists of the isolated points of the finite multiplicity. For arbitrary small 
£ ( > o), all eigenvalues of the operator T — VC except possibly a finite 
number of them, are placed within the angle 

~- £ < a r g ~k < E ; 

5. Generalised eigenvectors of the operator T —• VC (and accordingly of 
the operator (T — VC)'1) form a complete set in the space h. 

Remark: All the statements of the Theorem 3.1 remain valid if the opera
tors T — VC and (T — VC)~l are replaced by their adjoints T — CTV and 
(T — OV)"1 respectively. 

Proof. The compactness and K-positivity of the operator (T — VC)'1 is a 
direct consequence of the Lemma 3.1 and of the structure of the operator 
(T — VC)'X see Habetler and Martino3). 

Further, it is well known (see e.g. Krasnosel'skii7>) that the integral opera
tor with a positive bounded kernel is ^posi t ive , which in view of Lemma 3.1 
and the structure of the kernel of the operator (T — VC)~l is fulfilled for 
the operator (T — VC)'1. 

The second part of the Theorem is a direct consequence of the first part 
(see Krasnoserskii7)). 

Because of its compactness the operator (T — VC)~l satisfies the Fredholm 
alternative and accordingly if XtPa (T — VC)'1 then XiPe (T — CTV)' . 
Further, due to the fact that operators (T — VC)'1 and (T — CV) are real 
in the sense that when they are applied on the real vectors results are real 
vectors again, it is quite easy to show if XtPa (T — VC)~l then IEPV 

(T — VCy1 as well. Because of the compactness of the operators (T — VC)~l 

and (T — CV)~l their spectra consist of the isolated points of finite multi
plicity with zero as the only accumulation point. And the identity of the 

* We say that the operator A is «0-positive if there exists a vector u0z'K and 
natural number p such that of arbitrary / E K the next relation m m •< Ap

f < 
< M««,, mt M > o is valid. 
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spectra of the operators (T — VC)'' and (T — CV) - 1 is now obvious. The 
eigenvalue problem for the operator T — VC can be written in the form 

(T — VC — XI) 0 = 0. (3.7) 

For arbitrary fzD(T) we have 

Re{ (T-VC-\I)f,f) = (Tfff) - Re (VCf.f) - ReX \\f\\\ 

Since T is a positive definite operator it" can be proved that 

(Tf,f) > ( l i ra | | £' + iivsii) \\f\\\ 

where B2 is the first eigenvalue of the Laplace operator — Az, and since 

Re (VC/,/) < \{VCf,f)\ < || VC|| |! /I)1 , 

and because of the K-positivity of the matrix VC we have 

Re((T-VC-XI)f,f) < (\\VD\\B> + || VZ f| - || VC || - ReX) \\f\\\ 

Taking into account that 

Re{(T-VC-\I)tJ) < \((T-VC-XI)f,f)\ < \\{T - VC - XI)j\\ ||/|j, 

and defining that 

(T-VC-XI) f = g> 

|| {T __ VC - X/)- g|| < —i / (3.8) 
||TOI|£2 + ||VZ|| — IJVC | — ReX 

From (3.8) it is now obvious that for 

Rel < \\VD\\B* + | | V I | | - | | V C | | , 

the operator (T — VC — X/)"1 is bounded and accordingly the spectrum of 
the operator T — VC is bounded from the left. 

Because of the existence of the operator T~l, the eigenvalue problem (3.7) 
can be written in the form 

(/ _ T'lVC — XT-1) 0 = 0 . (3.9) 
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Consider the equation 

Ln(X)f = 0 ; j t H , (3.10) 

where 

L„(\) = I —J> XkAk (3.10a) 

Jfe=.o 

and Ah, k 1, 2, . . . , n are compact operators. According to Keldis6* L'n{\) is 
called an operator family. For the operator family the Keldiš theorem (see 
Keldis6> and Hohberg and KreinJ>) is valued: 

Let H be a complete self-adjoint operator of finite order", and let Ba be 
compact and B, (j = 1, 2 . . . , n-X) bounded operators then the generalized 
eigenfunctions of the adjoint operator families: 

L„(X) = I — B0~XHBi — ... — \'-lHBn-l — 'k"H , 
and 

L\(k) = / — B*a — XB*Ji — . . . — V - B V t H — Vff , 

form the set n-fold complete in the space h. For the arbitrary & ( > o) all 
eigenvalues of the family Ln (X), except possibly a finite number of them, 
are placed within angles 

Ttk ink 
e < argX < + e (k = 0, 1, . . . , 2n — 1). 

n n 

According to Lemma 3.1 operator T~l satisfies the required conditions of 
the Keldiš theorem and because T~l is compact and VC a bounded operator 
then T^VC is a compact operator. This means that the Keldiš theorem can 
be applied to the family in Eq. (3.9) and Theorem 3.1 is proved. 

Because of the existence of the linear operator (T — VC)~', the eigenvalue 
problem (3.6) can be written in the form 

(T — VCy1 VBMQ = X0, (X = 1/v). (3.11) 

Properties of the operator (T — VC)'lVBM are given in the next theorem. 

* Completely continuous operator A is of finite order if for finite p ( < °°): 
°* 
2 sp„ (A) < oo, where s„ (A) are singular values (s-values) of the operator .4, 

K = l 

i.e. eigenvalues of the operator {A*Ayi2. The lowest value of p is called the 
order of operator A. 
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Theorem 3.2. 

1. Operator (T — VC)~1VBM is compact and K-positive; 

2. If matrix M is not a singular operator (T — VC)~lVBM is Mo-positive. In 
that case operator (T — VC)~lVBM possesses a positive simple eigen
value which is larger than the absolute value of any other eigenvalue. 
This eigenvalue is also then eigenvalue of the adjoint operator, MBFV 
(T — CTV)~\ Corresponding eigenvectors belong to the cone K; 

3. Spectra of the operators (T — VCyWBM and MBTV (T — CVy1 are 
identical; 

4. If BM is not a singular matrix then the set of generalized eigenfunctions 
of the operator (T — VC)'lVBM is complete in the space hi in which 
the scalar product, < . , . > , is defined as <f, g > — {{BM)~l f,g) or 
< / , g > - (BMf,g); 

5. If BM is symmetric (or if it can be symmetrized with a positive diagonal 
matrix) then the set of generalized eigenvectors of the operator (T — 
— VC)-1 VBM is complete in h. 

Proof. Compactness and K-positivity of the operator (T — VC)~iVBM fol
low from the compactness and rvpositivity of the operator (T — VC)'1 and 
non-negativity of the matrix VBM. In the case when the matrix M is singular 
(i.e. at least in one energy group the fission cross-section is zero) zero belongs 
to the P<r M and the corresponding eigenvector can be an element of the 
cone K. Accordingly the operator (T — VCy*VBM in that case is not u0-po-
sitive. 

In the case when the matrix M is not singular w0-positivity of the operator 
(7* — VCy1 VBM is obvious. The remainder of Part 2 of this theorem is a 
direct consequence of the compactness and Ma-positivity of the operator 
(T — VC)-lVBM. 

Proof of Part 3 is identical with the proof of Part 3 of the Theorem 3.1. 
Part 4 of the Theorem 3.2 follows from the fact that if A possesses a com

plete set of generalized eigenvectors, then this property has an operator 
WAW'1 as well, where W and W"1 are bounded operators (see Gohberg, 
KreinJ>). 

If matrix BM is symmetric (and we know it is positive) then the norms in 
the space h and in the space hi are topological^ equivalent and accordingly 
the set of the generalized eigenfunctions of the operator (T — VQ^VBM is 
also complete in the space h. That completes the proof of the Theorem 3.2. 

Diffusion operator without delayed neutrons. In the case when delayed neu
trons are neglected, the eigenvalue problem (follows from Eq. (3.2)) can be 
written in the form 
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(kl + T — VC — v VBM) 0 = 0 , (3.12) 
or 

( / _ T~\VC + vVBM) + XT-1) 0 = 0. t_ (3.13) 

Properties of the diffusion operator without delayed neutrons are summa
rized in the next theorem. 

Theorem 3.2. 

1. The spectrum of the diffusion operator without delayed neutrons consi
sts of isolated points of finite multiplicity. For arbirtary small E ( > 0) 
all these eigenvalues, except possibly a finite number of them, are placed 
within angles 

it k — £ < arg X < TC & + E (k = 0, 1); 

2. Diffusion operator without delayed neutrons and of its adjoint, possesses 
a set of generalized eigenvectors complete in the space h; 

3. Spectrum of the diffusion operator without delayed neutrons is bounded 
from the right. There exists a real numberX 0EPer (—T + VC + vVBM) 
such that the half plane Re X > XQ belongs to the resolvent set of the dif
fusion operator without delayed neutrons. The corresponding eigenvec
tor ¥o is unique (|[¥*j| = 1) and belongs to the cone K. 

Proof. For the same reason as in the case of the operator family 3.7 the 
Keldiš theorem is applicable to the operator family, Eq. (3.12). That proves 
Parts 1 and 2 of the Theorem 3.3. Part 3 is already proved by Martino">. Part 
4 can easily be proved by direct application of the technique employed by 
Vidav16) to prove his Theorem III . That completes the proof of the Theo
rem 3.3. 

Diffusion operator with delayed neutrons. Here we are going to investigate 
properties of the operator Q (defined in Part 2 of this paper). Investigations 
of the properties of the operator Q will be performed mainly by the study of 
the eigenvalue problem: 

(XI + T — K(k) ) 0 = 0 . (3.14) 

Let us mention first that in the case when JX| > max/ X/ the eigenvalue 
problem (3.14) is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem (3.12) because in that 
case c (X) = 1 — (3. Accordingly, asymptotic spectral properties of the diffu
sion operators with and without delayed neutrons are the same. Other pro
perties of the operator Q are summarized in the next theorem. 
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Theorem 3.4. 
1. Excluding points o < | X— X, | < e (e > 0 ) , / = 1, 2, . . . , g, the spectrum 

of the operator Q consists of isolated points of finite multiplicity; 
2. Points —XJECTQ, j = 1, 2, . . . , g, represent accumulation points of the 

point spectrum, P a Q, of the operator Q; 
3. If M is singular and B a non-singular matrix, or if M is non-singular and 

B a singular matrix, then — Xj s P o" Q, j = 1, 2, . . . , g; 
4. Spectra of the operators Q and Q* are identical. Accordingly the residual 

spectrum of the operator Q is empty and if — h $ P ff Q, j = I, 2, ..., g, 
then —X, belong to the continuous spectrum, C&Q, of the operator Q; 

5. Spectrum of the operator Q is bounded from the right and there exists 
such a real number XQ e P aQ that all points Re X > XQ belong to the 
resolvent set, p Q, of the operator Q. Multiplicity of the eigenvalue X0 is 
simple and the corresponding eigenvector ¥c is non-negative and unique 

(IWI = i). 
Proof. It is known (Gohberg and Krehf>) that if the operator family (3.10) 

in one point X = XD has an inverse then its spectrum consists of isolated po
ints of finite multiplicity. Due to this fact, Lemma 1.5.1 of Gohberg and Kre-
in2), and taking into account that asymptotic properties of the diffusion ope
rator with and without delayed neutrons are the same, Part 1 of the theorem 
3.4 is obvious. 

Let us now prove the Part 2 of the Theorem 3.4. Eigenvalue problem (3.14) 
can be written as follows 

(XI + 7 — VC)-,VBM0 - ( l /vc(X) ) 0 (3.15) 
X ^ — X;, ; = 1, 2, . . . , g. 

It follows from Eq. (3.15) that XzPvQ whenever 1/v c (X) belongs to the 
point spectrum of the operator (X/ + T — VC)~XVBM. Or, we can say that 
the eigenvalues of the operator Q can be obtained as the intersection of the 
function 1/v c (X) and the family of functions r* (X), i = 1 , 2 , . . . where Y- (X) 
are eigenvalues of the operator (XI + T — VCylVBM. In order to verify this 
statement let us investigate properties of the operator (X/ + 7' — VC)~'VBM. 

Lemma 3.2. For ReX > — X* (X* = \\VD[\ B1 + \\VJ\\ — \\VC\\) operator 
(X/ + T — VC)~lVBM is compact and possesses a denumerable set of eigen
values of finite multiiplicity with zero as an accumulation point. Eigenvalues 
of the operator (XI + T — VC)~lVBM are continuous functions of X. They 
decrease with increase of Re X. 

Proof of Lemma 3.2: Slight modification of the proof of boundedness from 
the left of the spectrum of operator T — VC (see proof of the Theorem 
3.1) leads to the fact that 
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1 
\\(XI + T — VC)-'\\ < , (3.16) 

ReX 4- X* 

where 
X* = \\VD\\ & + \Wm - \\VC\\ . (3.17) 

Obviously in the half plane Re X > — X* operator (XI + T — VC)~l is boun
ded. Compactness of the operator (XI + T — VC)'1 can be proved in the same 
manner as compactness of the operator (T — VC)'1. 

Because of compactness, operator (XI + T — VC)~*VBM possesses a de-
numerable set of eigenvalues 

l Y i W I > ] - M * ) | 2: . - . , (3-18) 

with zero as the only possible accumulation point. Due to the fact that ope
rator T possesses an infinite number of eigenvalues one can expect that the 
operator XI + T— VC, and accordingly the operator (XI + T — VC)~lVBM po
ssesses an infinite number of eigenvalues. 

Continuity of the eigenvalues of the operator (\I + T — VC)'1 VBM for real 
X is ar direct consequence of the fact that this operator is compact and an 
analytic operator valued function for Re X > X*. One can expect this property 
holds also for complex X when Re X > — X*. 

According to Eqs. (3.16) and (3.18) eigenvalues of the operator (XI + T — 
— VC)~XVBM decrease with increase of Re X. That completes the proof of 
the Lemma 3.2. 

Let us mention that in cases of practical interest, it can be considered that 

X* » max/ X, , (3.19) 

Namely, for the reactor systems with large geometrical dimensions B1 ~ 0. 
Further, one has ||VE|| — l|VCj| ~ [|VZ.|| (Sđ-diagonal matrix of absorption 
cross-section) and accordingly 

X* > vrai inf vi 2«i . 

For a typical reactor max, X, +» 3 while vrai inf vi Sfli is of the order 10J. 
Accordingly we are interested in the region — X* < Re X < X* because out
side of this region properties of the diffusion operator with delayed neutrons 
are the same as the spectral properties of the diffusion operator without 
delayed neutrons. 

Using the fact that the functions l /vc(X) takes all values from minus to 
plus infinity when ReX varies in the internal (— X*, X*) it follows that the 
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function 1/v c (X) has intersection with each curve fi (X), (i = 1, 2, . , . , ) . 
Since lim Y> (X) = 0 and lim 1/v c (X) = 0, it follows that — X,, ;' = 1 , 2 , . . . , g, 

i —> oo X •—> — X/ 
are accumulation points of the point spectrum of operator Q. Since the spe
ctrum of an operator is a closed set it follows that — X, E GT Q, y = 1, 2, . . . , g. 
That completes the proof of Part 2 of Theorem (3.4). 

From Eq. (2.1) it follows that the eigenvalue problem for the operator Q 
can be written in form ' 

8 

( _ T + yC + v ( l - ^ ) VBM) 0 + y\,VB% = X0 , 

P,vM0 — X/¥, - X¥, , (3.19) 

/ = 1,2,...,g. 

Now, it is quite easy to see that, if matrix M is singular and matrix B non-
singular, — X;EP<TQ with a corresponding eigenvector N\ whose compo
nents are: 

M0°i = 0 , 

% = 0, j ^ i, j = 1, 2, . . . , g , 
and 

*i - B-'V-' (T — X,J — VC) 0°. , 

i - 1, 2, . . . , g . 

Again, it is easy to see that, if matrix M is non-singular and matrix B sin
gular, then —\< z P <j Q, i = I, 2,..., g, with a corresponding eigenvector N\ 
whose components are 

0 \ = 0, 
% « 0, / ,Ć i, y - 1, 2, . . . , g, 

and ¥',- is a solution of the equation 

BV, = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , g. 

Part 4 of Theorem 3.4. can be proved in the same manner as for the diffu
sion operator without delayed neutrons (see Martino"'). 

As in the case without delayed neutrons, applying the method used by 
Vidav'6) Part 5 of the Theorem 3.4 can be proved. That completes the proof of 
the Theorem 3.4. 
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4. Pi approximation 

In this part we are going to deal with the Pi approximation using more or 
less the same technique as in the case of -the diffusion approximation. For 
this reason proofs of the theorems will only be indicated. Using the Laplace 
transform the transport equation in the Pi approximation (in further text Pi 
equation and accordingly Pi operator) from the space H (2.5) can be trans
formed into the space h as: 

(k* A + \E + T — K (k) ) 0 = & , (4.1) 
where 

G, = Go + (E — I) 0O + XA0, . (4.2) 

Obviously, we can deal with equation (4.1) in the space h instead of equation 
(2.5) in the space H whenever X ^ —Xy, / = 1, 2, . . . , g. 

P\ equation without delayed neutrons. In the case when delayed neutrons 
are neglected eigenvalue problem in the Pi approximation reads 

(V A + XE + T — VC — v VBM) 0 = 0. (4.3) 

Because of the existence of the operator T~\ equation (4.3) can be written as 

(/ _ T-'V (C + vBM) + X (T-lA) A~lE + XzT'lA) 0 = 0. (4.4) 

Properties of the Pi operator without delayed neutrons are given in the 
next theorem. 

Theorem 4.1. 
1. The spectrum of the Pi operator without delayed neutrons consists of 

the isolated points of the finite multiplicity. For the arbitrary small 
E ( > 0) all these eigenvalues, except possibly a finite number of them, 
are placed within angles it/c — e < arg X < %k + e, k = 0, 1; 

2. The operator without delayed neutrons, as well as its adjoint, possess 
the set of generalised eigenvectors twofold complete in the space h; 

3. Spectra of the Pi operator without delayed neutrons and of its adjoint 
are identical; 

4. The spectrum of the P> operator without delayed neutrons is bounded 
from the right. There exists a real number X>, which belongs to the point 
spectrum of the Pv operator without delayed neutrons, such that the 
half plane Re X > X0 belongs to the resolvent set of this operator. Corres
ponding eigenvector ¥<> is unique (ll*o|| - 1) and belongs to the cone K. 
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Proof. The first two Parts of Theorem (4.2) follow from the applicability 
of the Keldis" theorem to the operator family (4.4). But, according to the 
Keldiš theorem eigenvalues of the operator family (4.4) should be placed 
within the angles 

it k/2 — e < arg X < TC k/2 + e, k = 0, 1, 2, 3. 

It is quite easy to see (applying the same method as in the proof of the 
boundedness from the left of the spectrum of the operator T — VC, (see proof 
of Theorem 3.1) that the spectrum of the Pi operator without delayed neutrons 
is placed within two branches of the hyperbola: 

{Re\Y \\A\\ — {Im\y \\A\\ + Re\ \\E\\ + X* — v \\VBM\\ = 0. 

As we will see later there is no finite accumulation points of the spectrum 
of the Pi operator without delayed neutrons. That completes the proof of 
the first two parts of the Theorem 4.1. 

Because of the positivity of the operator T, eigenvalue problem (4.3) can 
be written in the form 

QJTV2A + XT-^E + TP — T'lPV (C + v VBU) 0 = 0. (4.5) 

Introducing 
f = T~'PA0 + T~ii1E0 , (4.6) 

Equation (4.5) defined in the space h can be transformed into the equation 

¥ + X HV = 0 , (4.7) 

which is defined in the space which represents two ortogonal copies of 
the space h, where 

(4.8a) 
H = r 0 [/ — T'lV (C + vBM)YlT-lP 

— r-VM T~lPE U — T~lV {C + vBM)YlT~lP 

* = column (0 , / ) . (4.8b) 

Obviously, if 1 ^ P a T~lV (C + vBM) (which is always fulfilled except for the 
already studied stationary case — see Part 3), since 

[/ _ T~lV (C + v BM)]-1 = / + S , (4.9) 
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where S is the compact operator, then operator H is compact. From the 
compactness of the operator H it follows that in the spectrum of the Pi ope
rator without delayed neutrons there is no finite point of accumulation. Fur
ther, because of the reality of the operator H (in the sense that it is used 
in the Part 3 of this paper) and because of its compactness, i.e- possesses 
Fredholm alternative properties, it follows Part 3 of Theorem 4.1. 

Part 4 of the Theorem 4.1 can be proved representing operator H as 

H = nL + Hz, 

where Hi 

and applying the technique employed by Vidav1*). That proves Theorem 4.1. 

Pi operator with delayed neutrons. The eigenvalue problem for the multi-
group transport operator in the Pi approximation with delayed neutrons, 
and in the space h, reads 

{VA + XE + T — K(\) ) 0 = 0 . (4.10) 

In the case when |X| > max* Xy eigenvalue problem (4.10) is equivalent to the 
eigenvalue problem (4.3). For that reason we should study eigenvalue pro
blem (4.10) only in the case when (|X|) is of the order of X;, j ~ 1, 2, . . . , g. 
Proceeding in the analogous manner as in the case of the Pi operator wit
hout delayed neutrons and the diffusion operator with delayed neutrons the 
next theorem can easily be proved. 

Theorem 4.2. 

1. Excluding points 0 < |X— X/l < s, E > 0, / = 1, 2 , . . . , g; the spectrum 
of the Pi operator with delayed neutrons consists of isolated points of 
finite multiplicity; 

2. Points —X*, / = 1, 2, . . . , g; belong to the spectrum of the Pi operator 
with delayed neutrons and represents accumulation points of its point 
spectrum; 

3. If B or M are singular matrices then — h, j = I, 2, . . . , g; belong to the 
point spectrum of the Pi operator with delayed neutrons; 

4. Spectra of the P t operator with delayed neutrons and its adjoint are 
identical. Accordingly the residual spectrum of the Pi operator with 
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delayed neutrons is empty, and if —Xh j = 1, 2, . . . , g do not belong to 
the point spectrum fo the Pi operator with delayed neutrons they belong 
to its continuous spectrum. 

5. The spectrum of the Pi operator with delayed neutrons is bounded from 
the right and there exists such a teal number XQ, which belongs to the 
point spectrum of the Pi operator with delayed neutrons, that all points 
in the half plane Re X > X0 belong to the resolvent set of the Pt operator 
with delayed neutrons. The multiplicity of X0 is simple. The correspon
ding eigenvector, 0O, is unique (||0°|| = 1) and it belongs to the cone K. 

5. Solution to the initial value problem 

We have already mentioned that equations (2.5) with initial conditions 
(2.3) represent an abstract Cauchy problem. In this part we will show that 
this problem is properly posed and that the solution to this problem, can 
be expressed in terms of semigroup of linear bounded transformations. 

Diffusion equation. According to Hille and Phillips4), Theorem 23.8.1, the 
initial value problem (2.5a) is properly posed if operator Q in an infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded operators. Let us 
examine whether operator Q possesses this property. 

Applying the same technique as in the proof of the boundedness from the 
left of the spectrum of the operator T — VC (see proof of the theorem 3.1) 
it can easily be shown that 

| | < X J - r n i < (KeX — a ) " , (5.1) 

a = B \\VD\\ + IIVSH . 

It follows from equation (5.1) that (X/ — T)'1 exists as a bounded operator 
with domain in the space h. Accordingly (see KreirA P- 28), T is closed ope
rator. From this and according to Lemma 2.1 it follows that operator T satis
fied the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem (see Dunford and Schwartz1), Theorem 
VHL1.14), and accordingly operator T is an infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup of bounded transformations. According to the 
definition of the operator Qi (see Eq. (2.7)) it is obvious that this operator 
also generates a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded operators. Since 
the operator Qi is bounded according to Hille and Phillips4), Theorem 13.2.1, 
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the operator Q is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi
group of bounded transformations, Go (f). So we arrive at the next theorem: 

Theorem 5.1. 
1. Operator Q is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi

group of bounded transformations Go(t); , 

2. If No (r) BD (Q} then the solution to the initial value problem (2.5a) can 
be expressed in the form 

N(r,t) = Go(t)N0(r) , 

5 + i oo 

(5.2a) 

or 
-^ 1 r -* 

N (rj t) {XI —Q)'1 exp {— Xt} N„ (r) d\, (5.2a) 
ltd J 5 — » 

where 5 is on the right of all singularities of the resolvent (X/— Q) \ 

Pi equation. In order to obtain the formal solution to the initial valve pro
blem (2.5) by applying the same technique as in the paragraph 5.1 we will 
transform Eq. (2.5) from the space H into the space which represents ortho
gonal sum of the spaces H and h. Introducing (see e.g. Krein*>. Chapter 3) 

0 = W , 

— A'lE0 = U , 

one has 

where 

dt 
QX , 

Q. -
~~ 0 

0 
0 

Q = Q, + Qi 

0 0 
TE~lA 0 

0 — XJ . . . 

0 
0 
0 

— \I _l 

(5.3) 

(5.3a) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.5a) 
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r A~lE 
A~lE 
0 

0 0 
— K(k)E-lA XA-WB, . 
— v%ME~lA 0 

0 
. . M + 1 VB S 

0 

0 -^ME-'A 0 . . . 0 

X = column (U, W, n,, ..., nt), 

X0 = column (— A~1E0o, 0i, ni0„ . . , M20). 

(5.5b) 

(5.6) 

Because operator T is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup of bounded transformations, and because of boundedness of the 

operators E~y and A, operators TE~lA and Qi are also infinitesimal generators 
of strongly continuous semigroups of linear transformations. Using the same 
arguments as in the case of diffusion equation the next theorem is obvious. 
Theorem 5.2. 

1. Operator Q is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi
group of bounded transformations, GP(t), and accordingly equation (2.5) 
is a properly posed abstract Cauchy problem; 

2. If X0zD(Q) then the solution of the initial value problem (2,5) can. be 
expressed in the form 

X{r,t) - G,(t)X.{r) (5.7) 

It should be mentioned that the explicit representation of the solutions of 
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.5a) can be obtained by straightforward application of the 
method used by Lehner and WingIQ», Pimbley13) and Mika et alaK 
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MULTIGRUPNA TRANSPORTNA JEDNAČINA ZA NEUTRONE 
U DIFUZIONOJ I P, APROKSIMACIJI 

D. OBRADOVIĆ 

Institut »Boris Kidrič«, Đeograd 

S a d r ž a j 

U radu je izvršeno ispitivanje svojstava multigrupnog transportnog opera
tora u difuzionoj i Pi aproksimaciji korišćenjem Keldišove teorije o opera-
torskim snopovima kao i tehnike koja se u poslednje vreme koristi za ispi
tivanje svojstava opšteg linearizovanog Bolcmanovog operatora. 

Pokazano je da u slučaju bez zakasnelih neutrona transportni operator i u 
difuzionoj i u Pi aproksimaciji poseduje potpun skup generalisanih svojstve-
nih vektora, kao i da za proizvoljno malo E > o sve svojstvene vrednosti, 
osim možda njih konačno mnogo, leže unutar uglova 

k-rc — e < @ < f e - n + e, fc = 0, 1. 

Formalno rešenje problema sa poeetnim uslovima transportnog operatora 
i u difuzionoj i u P i aproksimaciji takođe je dato. 


